The Blue Growth community of projects is featured by the partnership: InnoBlueGrowth

InnoBlueGrowth’s main objective is to ensure the communication and capitalization activities of the modular projects dealing with Blue Growth issues in order to increase their impacts towards common identified targets.

To answer the modular projects’ needs, IBG will implement concrete actions such as a communication strategy, community building initiatives and capitalization events, among others to build a real community of modular projects dealing with Blue Growth. This innovative community will allow the reinforcement of an integrated approach between modular projects and transnational key stakeholders. This approach is indeed a sine qua non condition to support Mediterranean clusters in their transnational activities processes.

1,5 M €
Project budget

1,4 M €
ERDF / IPA

36 Months
Project duration

Project partners

National Interuniversity Consortium for Marine Sciences (CoNISMa)
Italy

Association of Mediterranean Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASCAME)
Spain

Intermediterranean Commission of the Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR)
Belgium

Plan Bleu
France

National Technical University of Athens (NTUA)
Greece

University of Montenegro – Institute for marine biology
Montenegro
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